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Kindness begins with babies! Introducing concepts of kindness and compassion at the earliest
stages of learning helps the idea stick as little ones grow. Through simple words, phrases, and
bright, beautiful illustrations by Hsinping Pan, Baby’s First Kind Words presents language and
actions that demonstrate affection and caring. Charming art brings the nicest words — such as
“help,” “peace,” “welcome,” and “thanks” — to life for even the littlest children. This sweet
board book is a joyful read that parents and their children will return to again and again.
Offers exercises to help babies develop hand-eye coordination, improve muscle tone, halt
fussing, build pre-speech and early language skills, and develop motor skills.
Baby's First Year Milestones is a month-by-month guide filled with activities designed to
support your baby's development during their first year of life. In twelve months, your newborn
will transform into a child. To celebrate each new development, Baby's First Year Milestones
offers a practical month-by-month guide to understanding the major milestones in your child's
life. In Baby's First Year Milestones, child development expert Aubrey Hargis offers
knowledgeable insight into the changes you can expect during the first year, as well as actionoriented guidance for supporting your baby during these essential periods of growth. Baby's
First Year Milestones includes: Clear descriptions of major developmental milestones for every
month of the baby's first year, including a checklist of all major milestones to help you track
your baby's development Over 150 age-appropriate activities that are specifically designed to
encourage learning at each developmental stage during your baby's first year Explanations
and solutions for common problems that may arise during the baby's first year, including
feeding issues, sleep regressions, "stranger danger," and more With Baby's First Year
Milestones you'll learn exactly how to help your child explore their new abilities as they
develop, while having fun and strengthening your oh-so important bond.
Did you know that learning a language is most effective when a child is placed in the right
environment? So to encourage learning, introduce the right books and be there to support your
child’s study time. You can start with a copy of this baby book. Start with simple words and
then slowly build up your child’s vocabulary until communication can be done eloquently. Start
today!
Provides advice on all aspects of infant care, from the members of the American Academy of
Pediatrics, discussing such topics as behavior, growth, immunizations, and safety.
Baby Day by Day tells you everything you need to know about looking after your baby from
birth to twelve months. The volume has a unique chronological structure, making every one of
your baby's 365 days in the first year of life count: hour by hour for the first 24 hours, then day
by day up to twelve months. The days are grouped into three-month periods so that parents
can locate exactly the right age-appropriate information. Baby Day by Day provides an
unbiased approach to babycare. It gives all the pros and cons of various approaches, for
example with sleep training and childcare options. It also includes answers from a panel of
professionals (including pediatricians, child psychologists, nutritionists, and complementary
medicine experts) on questions such as how to manage crying and breastfeeding issues. The
most recent discoveries about how babies' minds work are explained and parents are told how
they can use these insights to guide their baby's development. Advice on identifying problems
in development is included, and there is a health guide at the back of the ebook.
The first twelve months of your child's life can be as challenging as they are rewarding. From
birth through baby's first birthday, this revised edition guides you through all the critical
milestones, focusing on such topics as: Breastfeeding and bottle-feeding Preparing food,
including organic options and food allergies Tracking baby's development Traveling with baby
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Choosing safe toys and games This edition includes completely new material on: Baby sign
language Juggling parenting and a career Bottle safety Making your own baby food Playgroups
The latest research on vaccines This guide also includes updated medical information, a
detailed explanation of baby gear (what parents really need, and what they don't), and a new
chapter on returning to work. You will reach for this valuable resource time and again as you
make your way through these exciting months with your beautiful new baby!
A complete guide to the most important year in your baby’s life! With its timely, in-depth advice
and hands-on guidance, Parenting magazine has emerged as the child-care resource of
choice for aware, involved parents. Now the editors of Parenting bring you a comprehensive,
up-to-the-minute guide to the all-important first year of your baby’s life. With fully illustrated
chapters organized in three-month increments from birth to first birthday, Parenting Guide to
Your Baby’s First Year provides the essentials on everything you need to know about: Your
Baby’s First Hours: How newborns look, act, and feel • Making the most of your hospital stay
• Taking your newborn home The Adjustment to Parenthood: Dealing with postpartum blues •
The challenging demands of a newborn • Older siblings Feeding Your Growing Child: The pros
and cons of breast and bottle • Strategies for dealing with picky eaters • Avoiding mealtime
power struggles Child Development: How your baby grows • Mastering motor skills • Baby’s
social and emotional life Health & Safety: First-year medical checkups • Baby-proofing your
home • Common illnesses of infancy and early childhood Special Concerns: Preventing SIDS
• Living with colic • Developmental delays

A detailed overview of the first year of a baby's life provides a detailed, month-by-month
guide to child development, explaining how to enhance a baby's vital skills while
bonding through creative play and offering advice on which skills to focus on at each
level of development. Original.
Perfect for busy parents or caregivers, this revised edition of Baby''s First Skills
provides the necessary tools to help babies, through the age of 12 months, develop a
wide range of early learning skills. Creative play and activities such as building and
clapping games, sand play, matching and sorting, lullabies, puppet play and bath-time
fun, help ensure healthy mental development and speech, coordination, movement,
and social skills.
Parents have the power to help babies and toddlers at risk for developmental delays
make important strides--but many are confused and intimidated as to how. In this easyto-navigate guide, leading experts present more than 100 games and activities
designed to strengthen vital communication and social skills in children from birth to
age 3. Everyday chores and routines--like waking up and going to sleep, getting
dressed, and mealtimes--are transformed into learning opportunities that promote
crucial abilities, such as how to imitate others or use simple hand gestures to convey
wants and needs. Parents are the most important people in their kids' lives. Now they
can be the best teachers, too. Includes user-friendly features and practical tools, in a
convenient large-size format.
Jimmy Fallon, host of NBC's The Tonight Show, is also a father and his hilarious picture
book reveals what everyone already knows: that fathers wage a secret campaign to
ensure that their babies' first word is “Dada!” Here he shows us just how it's done...
Yikes, you're suddenly parents, home alone with your brand-new baby! Where's your
own mother or smart friend—where's your pediatrician—when you desperately need
reassurance and advice? Mayo Clinic Guide to Your Baby's First Year is a steady, everpresent source of both information and wisdom. When you're faced with a perplexing
development, reach for this complete Guide by the baby experts at the renowned Mayo
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Clinic—doctors who are also parents. When you wonder what might happen next, check
the "Month-by-Month Growth and Development" pages of this trusted companion.
Using this book, your child should be able to have comprehensive math and phonics
skills. This workbook is filled with colorful pages to help your child be ahead of the
game. They will learn the letter sound recognition and pre-reading skills. In math, they
will be able to focus on number group associations. This book works well when the
parent and child team up to work on this workbook together.
There are approximately 3,712 ways for a guy to look stupid during pregnancy - this
book's here to help you avoid all(most) of them. And here's your first hint: Focus on
what you can be doing for her rather than what's happening to her. She's pregnant. She
knows that. You know that. And her 152 baby books tell her exactly what she can
expect. Your job is to learn what you can do between the stick turning blue and the
drive to the delivery room to make the next nine months go as smoothly as possible.
That's where John Pfeiffer steps in. Like any good coach, he's been through it. He's
dealt with the morning sickness and doctor visits, painting the baby's nursery and
packing the overnight bag, choosing a name, hospital, and the color of the car-seat
cover. All the while he remained positive and responsive - there with a "You're
beautiful" when necessary - but assertive during the decision-making process (he didn't
want to wind up with a kid named Percy). And now it's your turn. She might be having
the baby, but you have plenty of responsibilities.
Baby Play & Learn was created by child-development expert Penny Warner who offers
160 ideas for games and activities that provide hours of developmental learning
opportunities. It includes bulleted lists of skills babies learn through play, step-by-step
instructions for each game and activity, and illustrations that demonstrate how to play
many of the games. A child's most rapid period of growth and development takes place
during the first three years. That's why child development expert Penny Warner offers
160 age-appropriate ideas for games and activities that will provide hours of
developmental learning opportunities and rewards for babies. For each game and
activity, Baby Play & Learn includes a bulleted list of skills the baby learns through play,
step-by-step instructions, a detailed list of easy-to-find materials, variations for added
fun and enhanced learning, safety tips, and illustrations demonstrating “how to play.”
Baby Play & Learn is designed to help children reach their full potential and have a
good time along the way. It is a quick and easy reference guide full of new ideas for
busy parents.

If someone asks me to name one miracle that exists on planet earth, I would say
the miracle of bringing forth a human being into the world. I did not know how
beautiful it to be a parent until I saw my wife go through the whole process of
pregnancy and childbirth to our first child that brought happiness to our lives.
Being a parent is a challenging responsibility to shoulder, and I congratulate you
on being one. In this hard but beautiful journey of raising a baby, we would do
with all the help we could get. The reason I decided to write this book is to help
parents with problems that may arise with a newborn baby. I know how difficult it
may be when you have a baby, and you don't have your mother around to
answer your questions. Hopefully, this book will help answer those questions that
have been bothering your mind. In the Caring for Your Baby, you will learn: 1.
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What a new mother can expect in the days following childbirth 2. How to cope
with the depression that a new mother may feel after giving birth 3. How to
breastfeed your new baby 4. How to bathe your baby properly 5. Reasons your
baby may cry 6. How to make your baby sleep well 7. How to choose a
paediatrician for your baby 8. How to use music to soothe your baby 9. The foods
your baby should eat at different stages of their first year 10. The kinds of noises
your baby may make (and what they mean) 11. The movements your baby will
make before learning to walk 12. How to help your baby develop their
coordination skills 13. How to help your baby socialise early 14. Teething and
what you can do to make it less painful for your new baby. 15. Important
considerations about vaccines and which ones you should get for your baby 16.
Common illnesses that may affect your baby 17. The play-things you can give
your child at different stages of their development. This book will help you to
make the most out of your baby’s first year by giving you basic guidelines and
milestones to measure your progress. There is so much information available out
there for new parents that it sometimes seems as less information is better. You
must determine what works best for you and your baby.
Keep a record of all the special moments in your baby's first year with this
beautiful baby record book from bestselling baby and kids cookbook author
Annabel Karmel. Map out your family tree, list ideas for baby names, and write
down thoughts on your baby's arrival. With this keepsake journal, you'll start
recording memories before the birth and up to your baby's first birthday. Ensure
that no special moments are forgotten, thanks to handy prompts as well as plenty
of space. You can write down thoughts about everything your baby is learning, as
well as all the new experiences, such as feeding and sleeping patterns and
baby's favorite bathtime toy. You'll also record developmental milestones and
those all-important "firsts," from your first night at home together to baby's first
steps. There is also space to note information about the world your little one was
born into, such as who was president, popular music, and prices of stamps and
milk. A month-by-month section allows you to keep track of your baby's constant
achievements and changing behavior, and also includes advice from Annabel
Karmel on your baby's development and handy tips to encourage it. Five recipes
will inspire you to make delicious, healthy food for your baby at various stages,
as well as marking celebrations, such as a first birthday cake. Pockets and
spaces for photographs are included throughout to make sure every milestone is
documented. This book will become a wonderful and unique memento of the first
year of your child's life, to look back on and share with your child over the years.
Everything parents need to give their babies the best start Each year, more than
4 million babies are born in the United States-and the first year of a baby's life is
a joyous, challenging, and sometimes overwhelming time. Your Baby's First Year
For Dummies serves as a complete guide for baby's first twelve months-from
what to do when arriving home from the hospital to handling feeding, bathing,
and sleeping routines to providing the right stimuli for optimal progress. Packed
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with tips on every aspect of baby's physical, emotional, and social development,
this friendly guide gives parents advice on such important topics as breastfeeding
vs. bottle-feeding, teething, baby toy safety, food preparation, food allergies,
traveling, and much more.
This book offers easy, language-boosting activities you can do at home with your
baby for each week of their first year. No special toys. No extra time. No stress!
As you look down at your beautiful new baby, it can be easy to believe that
learning about language isn't something you need to consider in these early
months. But nothing could be further from the truth! A baby's ability to learn to
say their first word is a complex skill to accomplish. Your baby's brain is working
actively every day to learn to talk and they rely on you to help them. That's why
along with loving and caring for your baby, you are also their first and most
important teacher. The types of experiences you provide them with, how often
you talk to them and the quality of talk you provide, all shapes how fast and how
well your baby will develop language skills. In this book you will find: - A simple,
research-based, language learning activity to do with your baby for each week of
their first year that can all be easily incorporated into daily living routines. Speech and language milestone tracking charts at 3, 6, 9, 12 and 24 months so
you can make sure your baby's speech and language development is on track. Resource lists for books, websites, toy recommendations and more to enrich
what you are doing with your baby each week. - Recommendations on what to do
if your baby does not meet a milestone or is not talking. - Plus much, much more!
And when your child does reach that remarkable milestone of saying their first
word, you will know you helped them build a strong foundation in language so
they can move forward in their next year as a confident communicator!
A complete guide with practical information and support for parents of children
from newborn to three years old, by childcare experts at the renowned Mayo
Clinic. Written by doctors who are also parents. Updated and Revised 2nd
edition. Mayo Clinic Guide to Your Baby’s First Years is a trusted and essential
resource for new and experienced parents alike. In this fully reviewed and
updated second edition, you’ll find practical guidance on caring for the new little
one in your family, from birth to age 3. Inside you’ll find evidence-based advice
on giving your baby the best nutrition and introducing your toddler to solids, tips
for forming healthy sleep habits, strategies for dealing with fussiness and
tantrums, advice on establishing a secure bond with your child, monthly updates
on your child’s growth and development, and much more.
Dad's Guide to Baby's First Year is a comprehensive and practical guide to For
Dummies dad hood, with advice on topics ranging from conception to looking
after your baby, connecting with your little one and helping your child develop
and grow. --Publisher.
Invites young readers to touch things as squashy boots, a furry penguin, a shiny
truck, and a fluffy cloud. On board pages.
Hundreds of great ideas for making the most of time with your baby! Banish
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boredom and the blues, encourage your baby's development, and have fun being
a parent. This irresistible ebook contains an inspiring idea for every single day of
your baby's first year, with age-appropriate baby games and activities for babies
from 0 to 12 months, plus great advice and creative ideas for moms and dads.
Follow it day-by-day or dip in and out when the mood strikes you.
This shiny baby book of numbers will help your little one learn to count to 10. This book
encourages early learning and makes the perfect gift for babies and toddlers. You and your
baby will enjoy reading the words aloud and pointing at the delightful photographs together.
Part of an exciting new series of baby books, Baby's First 1 2 3 will build your child's
vocabulary as they discover all about numbers, and count fun, everyday objects such as
ducks, trucks, and bees. Each page has a vivid image that will engage your child and help
make learning fun. Baby's First 1 2 3 become a firm favorite. This bright, bold baby book will
fulfill your baby's thirst for discovering the world around them.
Learn sign language alongside your baby with this adorable storybook for ages 0 to 3 Story
time is the perfect time to practice sign language with your child. My First Book of Baby Signs
is part storybook and part sign language guide, designed to encourage you and your baby to
learn new words and signs as you read together. Practice communicating with important,
everyday signs for everything from basics like "eat," "milk," and "mommy" to more advanced
ideas like "help," "potty," and "I love you." This book makes it fun and easy to learn helpful
baby signs with: Storybook style--Each sign is presented with picture book illustrations that
depict the word as well as both written and visual instructions for how to sign it properly.
Interactive learning--Model each sign for your baby as you come to the word in the story,
allowing you to learn and practice together. 40 Real ASL signs--These signs are the accurate
and up-to-date versions from American Sign Language, and you'll even find a guide to the full
alphabet and basic numbers. This book of baby signs is the perfect way to start communicating
with your baby before they learn to speak.
Let the trusted authors of Your Pregnancy™ Week by Week—the book you relied on while you
were pregnant—guide you through baby’s remarkable, sometimes mind-boggling first year.
With easy-to-understand information at your fingertips, you’ll know what to look for and
understand what’s happening. This book will provide you with the skills necessary to support
and encourage baby’s growth. Thoroughly revised and updated, Your Baby’s First Year™
Week by Week includes the latest pediatric guidelines and recommendations, plus more than
50 new topics—everything from food allergies to cord-blood banking. It also features the
essential milestones of baby’s social, emotional, intellectual and physical development on a
weekly basis. Valuable information includes: Common medical problems: what to look for and
when to call baby’s pediatrician Bonding with baby: from baby massage to talking, what you
can do to create a meaningful connection Feeding baby: breast milk or formula? and
introducing solids Sleeping habits: how to improve the situation for the entire family
Vaccination guidelines: learn about the latest recommendations from the American Academy
of Pediatrics (AAP) Playing with baby: how to help develop baby’s cognitive, social and motor
skills through play and with toys, many of them homemade Baby gear: the latest on carriers,
high chairs, swings, cribs, clothing, diapers and everything else you may need
Research-based guidance on caring for little ones from the Mayo Clinic,#1 on US News &
World Report’s 2020-2021 Best Hospitals Honor Roll. Mayo Clinic Guide to Your Baby’s First
Years is a trusted and essential resource for new and experienced parents alike. In this fully
reviewed and updated second edition, you’ll find practical guidance on caring for the new little
one in your family; from birth to age three. Inside you’ll find: · Evidence-based advice on giving
your baby the best nutrition and introducing your toddler to solids · Tips for forming healthy
sleep habits · Strategies for dealing with fussiness and tantrums · Advice on establishing a
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secure bond with your child · Guidance on traveling, safety, pumping, and other concerns ·
Monthly updates on your child’s growth and development
Celebrate Chinese New Year with this delightful baby board book that little ones will adore.
The bright and colourful images in this book are the perfect way to discover the new year
holiday traditions together. From colourful lanterns, to beautiful traditional clothes, to special
animals that each year is named after, Baby's First Chinese New Year features all the familiar
favourites associated with Asia's biggest and brightest celebration. An ideal baby gift to
develop early learning, the simple pictures and sentences promote language skills, and the
small, padded format is perfect for babies to hold. Babies and toddlers will enjoy turning the
pages by themselves, which helps to foster early reading development as well as fine motor
skills. Learn all about the amazing new year holiday with your little one! Baby's First Chinese
New Year perfectly captures the joy of this special celebration and is an ideal preschool
learning introduction to the traditions of the festival.
Congratulations! Be Prepare, Be Aware And Be Happy This book contains proven steps and
strategies on how to be prepared for every stage of your infant's life. You don't want to miss a
single moment because the time will pass quickly. Here's an inescapable fact: You will need to
develop a lot of patience and tolerance for to raise this bundle of joy, but you are off to a good
start. If you do not develop a roadmap of your baby's anticipated progress; you might miss an
important step. The earlier you begin to chart his/her path; the happier your child can be later
on when toddlerhood steps into the picture. It's time for you to become an amazing parent
during the hardest year your baby can offer; the first one! The information provided should help
you with some of the pitfalls you will surely experience with your infant. Everyone (especially
you and your baby) should understand everything involved in raising a baby from infancy
throughout the first years. Setting guidelines and providing a roadmap is all your bundle of joy
needs to start his/her journey. Reasons To Have This Book As A Guideline For Parenting
Better Understand Your Baby's First Year Physical, Social, & Cognitive Development Steps
Know What Dad Can Do To Help and Support Understand What Your Child Can Eat and What
to Avoid Recognize and Set Sleeping and Feeding Routine Learn How to Breastfeed or Bottle
Feed Learn How to Bathe Your Baby Know What to Do With a Sick Baby Know How to
Communicate With Your Baby Learn Ways of How to Exercise and Play with Your Baby Much,
much more! Pick up your copy today! Tags: Baby, Newborn, ChildBirth, Motherhood,
Parenting, Baby Guide, New Parent Books, Pregnant, Pregnancy
Give your child the gift of conversation with Small Talk! You are your child's most valuable
resource when it comes to learning to talk. In Small Talk, speech and language therapist
Nicola Lathey and parenting journalist Tracey Blake demystify the six stages of language
learning, from "Pre-Babble" to "Complete Sentences," so you can tune in to what your child is
saying—or trying to say! You'll also learn: • Why the babbling stage is so important • How to
encourage your baby's first words • Communication techniques to calm your toddler’s
tantrums • The truth about pacifiers, baby signing,and the impact of TV on language
development • Causes for concern and where to turn for help. Written by experts who are also
parents of young children, Small Talk helps you to give your child the best head start by
encouraging language and vocabulary development early on. Simply set aside as few as 10
minutes for Small Talk Time every day. With 50 games and activities to choose from, it’s time
to start Small Talking!
Congratulations on your new baby!After nine months of waiting, your new baby has finally
arrived. This is undoubtedly a very exciting time for you, but it can also be very stressful –and
at times frightening- if you do not know what to expect.Whether you are a first time parent, or in
need of a parenting refresher, this book is a must read.This book is designed as a basic guide
to help you make the most of motherhood and your newborn baby's first year. A Preview of
What You Will Learn about Your Raising Your Child and What You Can Expect through Baby's
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First Year!• How to Survive those first days at home!• Quickly master the skill of Diaper
Changing.• Learn the reason why your baby will cry.• Discover the calming effect of music.•
The different stages of food for baby.• Common illnesses and colds. • Learn to help your child
develop motor and coordination skills.• And Much more!Packed full of practical tips that you
can use to have an amazing first year with your new baby! Scroll up and Grab your copy now!

Baby's First SkillsDk Pub
Whether you're an experienced knitter or an absolute beginner, you can make beautiful,
practical gifts for the babies in your life with the help of this expert guide. Bestselling
author and children's knitwear designer Debbie Bliss will show you how to create
heirloom-quality garments, toys, and nursery accessories. Small and quick to knit,
these 20 projects are perfect for novices who need to build their confidence as well as
for those who want to brush up on their skills or learn a new technique. Illustrated stepby-step instructions for each project ease knitters into the craft, from the basics of
casting on and making slipknots to more advanced methods such as cabling and Fair
Isle. Debbie offers advice on the essential equipment and on yarns that will be gentle
against a baby's skin—cashmere blends, merinos, and organic cotton. Start with the
cozy blanket or cute beanie hat and advance to the playful rompers and classic
cardigan. All projects are relaxing in their simplicity, and the pleasure of making them
will be exceeded only by the joy of sharing them with your little ones.
Provides advice on all aspects of infant care from the members of the American
Academy of Pediatrics, discussing such topics as behavior, growth, immunizations, and
safety.
A delightful book for young children containing beautifully designed, high-contrast
images. Age: 1 + the sound panel has magical Christmas sounds, which bring the
pictures to life. they include sparkly snowflakes, twittering birds on festive branches and
Santa racing across the sky in his sleigh. Age: 1 +
Some things about babies, happily, will never change. They still arrive warm, cuddly,
soft, and smelling impossibly sweet. But how moms and dads care for their brand-new
bundles of baby joy has changed—and now, so has the new-baby bible. Announcing the
completely revised third edition of What to Expect the First Year. With over 10.5 million
copies in print, First Year is the world’s best-selling, best-loved guide to the instructions
that babies don’t come with, but should. And now, it’s better than ever. Every parent’s
must-have/go-to is completely updated. Keeping the trademark month-by-month format
that allows parents to take the potentially overwhelming first year one step at a time,
First Year is easier-to-read, faster-to-flip-through, and new-family-friendlier than
ever—packed with even more practical tips, realistic advice, and relatable, accessible
information than before. Illustrations are new, too. Among the changes: Baby care
fundamentals—crib and sleep safety, feeding, vitamin supplements—are revised to reflect
the most recent guidelines. Breastfeeding gets more coverage, too, from getting started
to keeping it going. Hot-button topics and trends are tackled: attachment parenting,
sleep training, early potty learning (elimination communication), baby-led weaning, and
green parenting (from cloth diapers to non-toxic furniture). An all-new chapter on buying
for baby helps parents navigate through today’s dizzying gamut of baby products,
nursery items, and gear. Also new: tips on preparing homemade baby food, the latest
recommendations on starting solids, research on the impact of screen time (TVs,
tablets, apps, computers), and “For Parents” boxes that focus on mom’s and dad’s
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needs. Throughout, topics are organized more intuitively than ever, for the best user
experience possible.
Babies are amazing! From the moment they open their eyes, they are learning and
developing at an astonishing rate. Parents naturally want to engage with infants as they
learn and grow, but what if we could optimize the way we play with babies? Backed by
the latest research and years of observation, Playing with Baby distills the experts’
findings for new parents, giving them a guide to the first year of a baby’s life and the
growth of his or her individual mind. Through specific month-by-month play options and
the research behind them, psychoanalyst Laurie Hollman helps us understand how to
create secure attachments between baby and mother even before they can
communicate with language. While aiding natural development is a big plus, the real
payoff for parents comes from the baby’s reaction: when we play on the baby’s level,
we engage and connect more deeply—and we have more fun!
Introduce babies to their first animals and foster early language skills with this superstylish book that combines photography and contemporary illustrations. The cool, highcontrast design of this book will appeal to parents and children alike. Packed with
babies' favorite animals, from puppies and kittens, to zebras and elephants, but
packaged with style, this book is just right for design-conscious adults and their
information-hungry babies. Teach your baby about first concepts, such as first words,
animals, numbers, and more with this colorful and stylish preschool series from DK that
combines photography and contemporary illustrations.
This very first treasure hunt book is full of bright and beautiful pictures to capture the
attention and imagination of babies and young toddlers. Splashed across the pages are
brightly colored rows of repeated photographs - hidden amongst these are odd-one-out
pictures to seek and find, with a clue of what is different given in the simple rhyming
text. With a cute teddy bear to look out for, too, this is a perfect book for adults to share
with young children to help them develop observational and matching skills.
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